
Located 33125 square meters in the center  

of Nanjing city, one of the biggest cities in  

China, Hong Guang Middle School is proud  

to be one of the Central Nanjing’s highest  

performing schools. It comprises one middle  

school, one high school and has more than  

3600 students, 256 staff and administrators. 

Over the years, the Chinese government  

has been promoting the E-learning system  

in each school. With the support of local  

government, every classroom in Hong  

Guang Middle School has one interactive  

whiteboard and every teacher and student  

has one iPad for learning and teaching  

purpose. 

ABOVE: Students are using iPADs in class. 

ZDC leads Nanjing Hong Guang  

Middle School to be up to date on  

the wireless learning environment. 

CASE STUDY 

OVERVIEW 

Located 33125 square meters in the center 

of Nanjing city, one of the biggest cities in  

China, Hong Guang Middle School is  

proud to be one of the Central Nanjing’s  

highest performing schools. It comprises  

one middle school, one high school and  

has more than 3600 students, 256 staff  

and administrators. 

REQUIREMENTS 

• Campus-wide high performance Wi-Fi 

• Dual-band 802.11n 

• Ubiquitous coverage 

•Centralized management and ease of  

administration 

SOLUTION 
•Access Point 

•wireless Access Point Controller 

BENEFITS 

• Simple installation 

• Seamless roaming of APs 

•Centralized configuration and  

management of all access points by one  

single access controller 

•Rock-solid performance and client  

connectivity 



Noticing the importance of preparing  

students for the increased use of mobile  

devices, such as tablets and smartphones.  

Hong Guang Middle School had also  

deployed Wi-Fi network few years ago. 

However, their pre-existing Wi-Fi network  

just couldn’t meet their needs. “We would  

like to have a much more reliable Wi-Fi  

network so that teachers and students can  

use the E-learning system in a more  

efficient way without disconnection. Since  

we have more than 70 classrooms and  

approximately 50 students in each  

classroom, we definitely need a ubiquitous  

coverage of Wi-Fi network in whole school  

area. In addition, we usually have all fifty  

students and teacher connect to the Wi-Fi  

at the same time in one classroom, so the  

Wi-Fi network must be very stable in order  

to meet the need of concurrent connection.  

Besides, the new wireless network also  

need an easy installation and intuitive  

management since we don’t have efficient  

IT personnel resources to maintain each  

access point in every classroom and  

corner,” said Ms. Chen IT manager of Hong  

Guang Middle School. 

ZDC solution adopts AC+ Thin AP  

network architecture. All Thin APs are  

centrally managed, monitored and  

configured by AC. Once deployed, ZDC  

APs automatically configure over the  

network, thereby reducing deployment  

cost and time. It takes only one  

administrator to complete daily WLAN  

maintenance work, which greatly  

improves management efficiency and  

reduces maintenance cost. 

To determine which wireless solution made  

the most sense for the school, Ms. Chen  

and her team researched the Wi-Fi market  

to figure out which wireless solution is the  

best for Hong Guang Middle School; after  

reviewing from the offerings of international  

brands and local vendors, “we discovered  

that the ZDC’s solution was much more  

easier to implement in our Apple-driven  

environment than others’, and ZDC’s  

solution offered same functionality with  

better policy and management flexibility,  

moreover they have instant and  

impeccable service,” said Ms. Chen. 

The solution installed eight ZAP-670 (ZN-  

1000-ZBS) access points and one ZAC-  

710 (ZA-5000-WS5) access point controller.  

Each classroom applied one access point. 

Students use 5.8G in the classes while  

guests use 2.4G for optimal bandwidth  

control in order to relieve network traffic. 

“It was really surprising that the ZDC  

system was not only more cost-  

effective than the other competing  

systems, but provided a better service  

that the others didn’t have, like the  

engineering team came to our school  

many times and helping us to install the  

Wi-Fi infrastructure in the best way. 



We are pleased with the results and  

have seen a big boost in cooperation  

between teachers and students. 

Wireless has changed the behavior of  

learning and teaching for the better. 

ZDC’s stable wireless solution has  

encouraged teachers and students to  

use E-learning system in the class  

without hassle. The ZDC wireless  

network also positions the school well  

to respond as Chinese government  

promotes rapidly toward E-learning. 

We seldom receive complaints now but  

receiving compliments about better Wi-  

Fi connection and coverage. With ZDC  

mobility infrastructure, we can now get  

creative and focus on delivering more  

applications and content to teachers  

and students. ZDC totally exceed our  

expectations and we will be continuing  

implementing ZDC’s access points and  

access point controllers throughout the  

whole campus and dormitory,”  

concluded Ms. Chen. 


